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Introduction
Mappa Mundorum is a game of intrigue and 

Planetary Romance.  Set in a world where our solar 
system contains five habitable planets and travel 
between them is possible in ships with starlight-
powered sails and magical air-bubbles, players 
control the agents of a spacefaring power as they 
serve their nation's interests against the backdrop of 
an interplanetary cold war.

Mappa Mundorum is a hybrid between a 
board game and a roleplaying game, in which the 
strategic actions of the players create a story as the 
game progresses.  This game is designed to be 
played in one of two very different manners: either 
as a standard, tabletop game online, on a set of blogs 
set up for the purpose of the game.  The rules of the 
game are largely the same for these two modes of 
play, but where they aren't, the differences will be 
described in gray boxed text like the one below:

Required Materials:
To play Mappa Mundorum online, each 

player should have a separate blog.  Ideally, they 
should be able to edit posts, allow signed and 
anonymous comments and  screen comments 
temporarily.  Also, they need access to the Map 
Generator software or a set of pre-generated maps.

Players online and off will need a set of 
Dividers for measuring distances on the map.  (If 
you do not have an actual set of dividers, it is 
possible to fashion a makeshift, crude set out of a 
paper clip.)

Players of the off-line version will also need 
a reasonably large stack of small writing surfaces: 
index cards are ideal, but sheets from a notepad or 
post-it notes will do.  A stack of coins or counters 
will also be useful.

Overview of Play
The goal in a game of Mappa Mundorum is 

to score 50 points. There are two ways to score 
points: having Agents in position with the correct 
Resources, and influencing the Outcomes of 
Incidents to fit with your Agenda.

Each player has three Agents to accomplish 
these goals.  The Agents travel among the various 
Planets, collecting and trading Resources and 

earning points.  Whenever Agents belonging to three 
different players are on a single planet, an Incident 
occurs.

During an Incident, all of the players submit 
possible Outcomes.  Then those players with Agents 
present (and one other player, usually) spend their 
Resources bidding for or against the Outcomes until 
only one remains.  After an Incident, all agents must 
leave the Planet for another.

The World(s) of Mappa Mundorum
At the dawn of human history, great empires 

in Egypt and Babylon discovered a secret: how to 
harness  the  magical  power  of  Starlight  to  build 
ships that could travel between the worlds.  Travel  
they  did,  establishing  colonies  on  fertile  worlds,  
sometimes  among the  ruins  of  civilizations  older 
than humanity  itself.   But  it  turned out  that  this 
secret was not without risks: there are Great Solar 
Storms which can render huge portions of  space 
utterly impassable.  When they engulf planets, they 
are cut off from the rest of the system, sometimes  
for centuries at a time.  This happened the Earth,  
and the parent  empires  fell  while  their  forgotten 
colonies continued to evolve and thrive.

In  the  early  18th  century,  the  ancient  
Babylonian secrets were rediscovered by European 
scholars, just at a time when Earth had passed out  
of  a  Great  Solar  Storm,  and  humans  from  the 
homeworld  once  again  began  to  sail  the  stars.  
When  they  arrived,  they  found  a  technologically 
superior power in the southern hemisphere of Baal,  
still  called Mars by the Europeans.  The Undying  
Empire was not  pleased to have rivals,  and less 
pleased by the practice of slavery, particularly of a  
race  distantly  but  visibly  related  to  one  of  their 
ruling castes.  The Martian War began.

The Martian War ended in a stalemate, with  
concessions on both sides resulting in an uneasy  
peace.  The Undying Empire allowed the Terrans 
free  travel  among  the  planets.  The  nations  of  
Europe  agreed to abolish the institution of slavery, 
and to recognize Baal's spheres of influence.  The 
year is now 1744.  The solar system now rests in an 
uneasy  cold  war  between  two  superpowers: 
France, and the Undying Empire.
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Before the Game Begins
Planets

First, each player should pick one of the five 
Planets.  They will 'own' this planet, and narrate 
Incidents that take place there, setting up a Planet 
blog in the online version.  Simply pick Planets until 
each player has one.

Powers
The second thing that each player should do 

as the game begins is to pick which minor power 
they will be representing in the game.  Usually these 
will be European nations, but each Planet section in 
the rules will list other possibilities.  Players may 
not pick either superpower. (France or the Undying 
Empire)

Agendas
The next step in setting up the game is to 

distribute the six Agendas to the players.  The 
Agendas are:

• Fleur-de-Lis Ascendant: Your Power has a 
secret alliance with France.  Outcomes 
which enhance France’s fortunes gain 
points, Outcomes which harm France lose 
points. 

• Fleur-de-Lis Descendant: Your Power is an 
enemy of France.  Outcomes which harm 
France gain points. Outcomes which help 
France lose points. 

• Ares Ascendant: Your Power has a secret 
alliance with the Undying Empire of Baal.  
Outcomes which enhance their fortunes 
gain points. Outcomes which harm them 
lose points. 

• Ares Descdendant: Your Power is an enemy 
of the Undying Empire of Baal.  Outcomes 
which harm them gain points.  Outcomes 
which help them lose points. 

• Sword and Cannon: Your Power stands to 
profit from any war or conflict.  Outcomes 
which start or extend wars gain points.  
Outcomes which prevent or end wars lose 
points. 

• Coin and Plowshare: You Power stands to 
profit from peaceful trade. Outcomes which 
prevent or end wars gain points. Outcomes 
which start or extend wars lose points. 

Selecting an Agenda
Selecting an Agenda is simple in the offline 

version of the game: simply write the six Agendas 
onto cards, shuffle them, and deal one face-down to 
each player.  The sixth Agenda card should be kept 
hidden during the game.

In the online version, a javascript utility to 
assign these Agendas (not currently available) 
should be used.

Alternatively, a third party, not involved in 
the game, can make cards, shuffle and deal them, 
and contact each player with their Agenda 
assignment.

Agents
The final pre-game step is for each player to 

create three Agents.  To create an Agent, pick a 
name for the agent, a preferred Resource (out of 
Money, Starlight, Secrets, and Luck), and a single 
skill (one word description of a quality that the agent 
has that can help solve problems.  Some examples 
include Strength, Stealth, Charm, Wit, Seduction, 
Insight...)

Each Agent begins the game with one 
Money and one Secrets.  All Agents start on their 
Power's home Planet, but must board a Ship 
immediately for another planet on the first turn.
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The Map
The game of Mappa Mundorum is played on 

one or more Maps.  These maps can be generated by 
the map generation software (currently not 
available).  Alternatively, you may use one of the 
sample maps in this document, or even create your 
own.

To create your own maps, start from the 
blank map provided.  Place the five planets at points 
along their respective orbits, trying not to group any 
too closely.  Add a Great Solar Storm or two in 
interestingly open spaces, and then draw lines 
connecting each pair of planets.  The lines should 
not cross a Great Solar Storm or get much closer to 
the Sun than Horus' orbit, follow curved paths, and 
very few should be a straightforward spiral to the 
next planet.  Instead, most should loop around at 
least one other planet.

A game can be played entirely on a single 
map.  For a less predictable game, change maps 
every 10 turns, or even use a fresh map any turn in 
which a ship is launched.  Ships in transit continue 
to use the map they started on when maps are 
changed.

During play, use the map to keep track of 
which Agents are on which planets.  For Agents in 
transfer, it's sufficient to simply count down the 
number of turns until arrival.

Agents on Planets
An Agent that is on a Planet may get or 

exchange Resources according to the rule on that 
Planet's writeup, once per turn.

If the Agent is carrying the Trump Resource 
for the Planet they are on, their player gains one 
personal victory point.

An Agent may hire a Ship and leave their 
current planet on any turn.

Finally, if Agents from three or more 
different players are ever on the same Planet at the 
same Time, an Incident begins.

Ships and Movement
When a player wishes to move an Agent to 

another Planet, they may hire a Ship. There are three 
kinds of Ship in this game, named for ocean fowl 
after their preference to launch and land at sea.

Ship Types

• Seabird: The standard interplanetary 
transport.  Slow but reliable.  Seabirds are 
free to hire, but move slowly: one Small 
Unit per turn.

• Osprey: A fast if somewhat capricious 
vehicle, built by French engineers. 
Ospreys cost one unit of Starlight to hire, 
and move two Small Units per turn.

• Tern: A powerful vehicle that uses heavier 
engines to travel faster than other vessels, 
built according to centuries-old plans in the 
Undying Empire.  Terns cost one unit of 
Money to hire, and move one Large Unit 
per turn.
When a Ship is launched from a planet, the 

player responsible should determine how many turns 
it will be before it arrives at its destination.  This is 
done by the application of Dividers to the map. 
(Needless to say, this should be done with a printed 
copy of a map rather than a computer screen!)

Again, a properly 
unfolded paper clip can, in 
a pinch, substitute for a pair 
of Dividers. To use them, 
start with one point where 
the pathway leaves the 
current Planet and rotate the 
other point to the furthest 
point along the path that 
can be reached.  Then fix 
that point and rotate the 
first one, counting each 
time a different point is 
lifted.  Walk the dividers 
across the length of the path 
until they reach the 
destination planet.  The 
number of steps you 
counted is the number of 
turns it will take for the 
Agent to arrive at a new 
planet.
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Incidents
When an Incident is triggered, the player 

who 'owns' that planet, as established at the 
beginning of the game, has several duties as the 
Narrator for the incident. First, the Narrator must 
choose the site of the Incident.  Since the Site 
Controller will take an active role in the incident, the 
Narrator should choose a Site that would logically 
be controlled by the Power played by a player who 
has no Agents already present on the planet.  If there 
is such a choice to be made, Narrators should not 
choose themselves as Site Controllers.  If all five 
players have Agents on the planet, there is no Site 
Controller and the Narrator should choose a neutral 
site: one owned by a Superpower, or a lesser nation 
not represented by a player, or pure wilderness.

Having chosen a site, the Narrator should 
then describe the nature of the Incident.  An Incident 
should be a fairly small-scale event or situation that 
could resolve in different ways and has the potential 
to cause major consequences, possibly across the 
Solar System.  Each Planet writeup has several 
sample Incidents listed to help Narrators get ideas. 
The Narrator should go into a fair amount of detail, 
naming all important characters.

Next, every player in the game (not just 
those involved in the Incident) should secretly write 
an Outcome.  Outcomes should be phrased in the 
form of a yes/no question, and should clearly 
support one, two, or three of the Agendas in the 
game.  (Outcomes cannot support opposing 
Agendas, like Fleur-de-Lis Ascendant and 
Descendant, but may otherwise be mixed freely.) 
The Narrator collects the Outcomes and makes them 
all public.

Collecting Outcomes
In the offline version of the game, each player 
should write their Outcomes on a single card.  The 
Narrator collects the cards and reveals them, 
reading each in turn.
In the online version, the Narrator should set the 
Planet blog to accept but screen anonymous 
comments.  Each player posts their Outcome as an 
anonymous comment, and when all are done, the 
Narrator copies the text into a single document and 
edits it into the Incident post.

After the Outcomes are revealed, each player 
involved in the Incident should introduce their 
Agent, and possibly make positive bids.  Each 
player in turn should briefly describe how their 
Agent is involved in the situation.  (Even if a player 
has two Agents on the Planet, only one will be 
involved in the Incident.)  The player may also make 
a bid, spending a skill or one of the Resources 
carried by the Agent to support one of the five 
Outcomes.  To do that, the player must narrate 
exactly how the Agent uses a skill, a good run of 
Luck, the magical properties of refined Starlight, 
Secret knowledge, or simply spends Money to 
influence the events toward that Outcome.  The Site 
Controller is given two of any kind of Resource that 
can be acquired on the Planet (even only in trade), 
and may bid one of these in this round as well, 
describing the action of a non-Agent character 
present in the scene.

Skills can only be used once per Incident.
Trump Resources

On each of the planets, one of the four Resources is 
Trump.  This Resource is more effective there than 
any other resource.  Accordingly, one unit of the 
Trump resource counts as much as two units of any 
other resources during an Incident.  An Outcome 
that is protected by a Trump resource will require 
two negative bids just to make it vulnerable to 
elimination-or a single Trump bid.  An Outcome 
protected with a normal resource can be eliminated 
in a single round by a trump bid.

After the introductory round, the first of 
possibly several rounds of negative bidding begin. 
Each involved player, in turn, may either bid a 
Resource or Skill, either to eliminate an Outcome 
that has no positive bids on it or to reduce or remove 
the positive bids from an Outcome.  Again, the 
player should describe the Agent's (or other 
character controlled with the site's)  action and how 
it uses that Resource or Skill to prevent or make less 
likely that Outcome.  Players may choose to pass

The Site Controller also has the option of 
bidding Time, once per Incident and never as a final 
bid of an Incident.  The Site Controller should 
describe how an intentional or natural delay has 
occurred, stalling any resolution of the Incident for a 
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brief time. When that happens, the Incident is put on 
hold for five turns, with play returning to the map. 
During those five turns, the Agents involved in the 
Incident may not leave.  Other Agents may arrive at 
the planet, or may already be there. Agents 
belonging to the same player as one of those 
involved in the Incident (including the Site 
Controller) may transfer any amount of their 
Resources to the Agents involved in the Incident or 
the Site.  If an Agent belonging to a player who is 
neither involved in the Incident nor the Site 
Controller arrives, that Agent may join the incident, 
and will have the first bid when the Incident 
resumes.  (This will be a negative bid; that player 
will not have the opportunity to make positive bids.)

Bidding Order
In the offline game, bidding can simply be done in 
seating order around the game table.
In the online version, bidding can happen in any 
order at the beginning, but once a player has made a 
bid, they may not make another bid until every 
other player has either bid or passed.

If all of the players involved in the Incident 
pass in a round of bidding, the Incident is delayed in 
the same manner as if the Site Controller had bid 
Time.  The Narrator should briefly describe the 
cause of the delay in this case.

Eventually, all of the Outcomes other than 
one will be eliminated.  When that happens, the 
Incident is over.  The Narrator should describe the 
Outcome in a bit more detail.

When an Incident ends, the Agenda Victory 
point tally should be adjusted.  Every Agenda 
supported by the Outcome should receive 5 Victory 
Points, and every Agenda that is Opposite to one 
supported by the Outcome should lose 2 Victory 
Points.  (Agenda Victory Point Totals can be 
negative.)

After an Incident ends, all of the Agents on 
that Planet, including those not involved in the 
Incident, must immediately leave the Planet.  If the 
Planet provides a free Resource or allows a 
Resource trade, the Agents may collect one or make 
a trade prior to leaving.

Winning the Game
If a player's Personal Victory Point total and 

their Agenda's Victory Point total add up to more 
than 50 Victory Points, that Player may reveal his 
Agenda and claim victory.  All other players should 
then reveal their Agendas.  If one or more are also 
above 50 Victory Points, the highest total wins the 
game.  If the totals are tied, then so is the game.

Agenda Victory Point Record
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Horus
The inner-most planet, moving swiftly in a 

tide-locked orbit around the sun. Half a sea of 
molten rock, half a frozen tundra, with communities 
of mystics scattered along the barely-livable 
meridian. A few trading outposts have been placed 
on this planet.

The native population of Horus are almost 
entirely of Egyptian stock, and most follow a nearly 
Gnostic version of classical Egyptian religion. 
There is a small Semetic minority, practicing a 
religion that is vaguely Abrahamic, but quite distinct 
from Terran religions.

The culture of the Mystics disdains most 
technology in everyday life, but is not unwilling to 
make use of it in emergencies.

Resources
The Mystics of Horus can see the future, or 

into the minds of others...provided the price is right.
On Horus, any Agent may exchange Luck or 

Starlight for Secrets on a 1-to-1 basis.
Luck is Trump on Horus

Recent History
Most of the orders on Horus are reclusive 

and insular even during the best of times.  During 
the Martian War, even the more outward-looking of 
them remained steadfastly neutral, providing 
medicine and succor to the wounded of both sides.

Sites
Here are a few examples of Sites that can be used 
for Incidents on Horus.  Feel free to go beyond these 
as the Narrator of Horus if you choose.
● Trading Posts (any) - All of the powers do some 
trade on Horus, for information or artifacts.
● Pilgrimages (any Terran)- Some religiously-
inclined people have chosen to adopt the beliefs of 
the Mystics, or co-opt them into their own belief 
systems.
● Archaeological Digs (any) - While the Mystics 
show disinterest in the ancient ruins long the 
habitable ring, most other powers find them 
fascinating.

● Shipwreck (any) - Landing on Horus is more 
difficult than on any other planet, and the surface 
outside of the ring more dangerous, but wrecks may 
be survivable if help arrives quickly.
● Monestary (Order of  Hotep)

Incidents
The Planet Horus is about information. 

Incidents and Outcomes here should likewise 
revolve around information: long-buried secrets, 
communication, prophecies, and conspiracies should 
inform play here.  Here are a few idea seeds for 
Horus Incidents:
● A Mystic has seen corruption at the Imperial 
Academies of the Undying Empire.  Will the news 
be suppressed or made public?  Will either France or 
the Undying Empire have the audacity to violate the 
Mystic's Order's sovereignty, risking a war?
● Mercenaries in support of one side in a brushfire 
war on another planet seek to buy knowledge of the 
other side's plans.  Will they succeed and end the 
war on their terms, or cause it to escalate and 
spread?  And what interest do the Superpowers hold 
in the outcome?
●A working piece of prehuman technology has been 
discovered in an ancient ruin, one powerful enough 
to alter the balance of power.  What price will be 
paid to keep it out of-or into- the wrong hands?
●Pilgrims from different religions compete over 
what they both claim is a Holy Site on Horus.  The 
Mystics, vehemently against the idea of war on their 
planet but powerless to stop it on their own, seek 
assistance from the Superpowers.
●Diplomats seeking to end a long-time conflict have 
agreed to meet on neutral ground, on Horus.  But 
one of the ambassador's Seabird has suffered a 
malfunction, crashing it in the lifeless tundra or 
sweltering deserts beyond the habitable ring.  Can 
they be rescued? And who might benefit if they 
aren't?

Powers
The only spacefaring Power on Horus is the Order 
of Hotep. Their brand of Mysticism has lead them to 
intimate knowledge of medicine and the human 
body, skills they provide freely to those in need.
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Astarte
Under a thick atmosphere, a single continent is 
crisscrossed with great lakes of fresh water larger 
than the Caspian Sea,  and rivers too wide to see 
across on the clearest day. Dinosaurs tramp its 
jungles, as do lizards who walk like men, the fallen 
remnants of a civilization older than humanity. 
Dark rumors persist that part of that civilization still 
persists, in hiding, waiting for a chance to rid the 
system of the upstart humans. 
Astarte has been a popular site for colonization by 
the Terran powers, with it's rich soil and wealth of 
Crystallized Starlight.  These Colonies are, barring 
the occasional territorial dispute, largely at peace 
with one another and with the technologically 
primitive nomadic humans of the world, but are 
under constant threat by the savage Saurians.  There 
are a few settled nations native to Astarte, generally 
militarily strong but peaceably inclined matriarchies. 

Resources
Lodes of Crystallized Starlight are almost 

commonplace on Astarte.
On Astarte, Agents can get on unit of 

Starlight each turn, up to their holding capacity.
Money is Trump on Astarte.

Recent History
The Martian War was a time of blockade and 

isolation for the Terran colonies of Astarte; a time 
when, in the absence of external supplies and help 
each settlement was forced to become self-sufficient 
or die out.  In the years following the war, many of 
those colonies now are nostalgic for their brief 
independence and rebellious politics are becoming 
commonplace.

Sites
Most Terran powers have at least one major 

colony somewhere on Astarte.  Here is a list of those 
large enough to potentially have embassies and 
diplomatic sites for any given power:
● Magdelena (Portugal)
● Annesglen (Great Britain)
● Santa Isobal (Spain)

● New Holland (Netherlands)
● Bonmaire (France)
Other Potential Sites on Astarte include smaller 
colonies, missions at the court of the local Queens, 
lost jungle expeditions, unprotected 'wildcat' 
Starlight mines, and ancient Saurian ruins.

Incidents
The Planet Astarte represents the female principle. 
A woman should be central to any Incident on 
Astarte. Here are a few idea seeds for Astarte 
incidents:
● The heir to the Throne of an Astartic nation has 
met and fallen in love with a young man from a 
neighboring colony.  Will their love end up forging 
a lasting alliance, or turn into a tragedy?  The homes 
of the lovers may be strongly allied to the 
Superpowers; which outcome is each of them 
pulling for?
● At a Colonial seat, the Governor-General's 
mistress has been accused of sedition and treason. 
Has she been working with rebellious elements, or is 
she being set up by foreign agents and spies, and to 
what end?
● Courier Selene d'Urbesque is the only one who 
can make the journey across miles of wilderness 
safely, thanks to her blood-sisterhood with the 
Garlanna Shieldmistresses. But the trip has other 
dangers besides that usually-hostile tribe: wild 
Dinosaurs, Saurians, and raging rivers, not to 
mention the prospect of traitors within her small 
group.  What message does she carry that is so 
important?
● The librarian at a minor colony has come into 
possession of a remarkable book: a monograph by a 
naturalist that, based on observations of Astarte's 
flora and fauna, supports the controversial and 
vaguely heretic Undying Empire doctrine of 
Evolution by Natural Selection.  Will it be 
suppressed, or cause an uproar that with spread all 
the way to Earth itself?

Powers
Two of the Astartic Queendoms are spacefaring 
powers in their own right: Turis-Ra (an idealistic 
warrior nation) and Z'mar (reputed to never allow a 
slight to go unpunished, no matter the cost)
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Earth
The year is 1744.  King Phillipe I of france 

(former Louis d'Orléans) is the wise ruler of the 
greatest and most powerful nation the world has 
known since the days of the Caesars.  Enriched by 
interplanetary trade, France has imposed a global 
peace among the powers of Europe in the years that 
followed the Martian War.

Resources
The French Franc is something that the 

Solar System has not seen in centuries: a stable and 
reliable currency.  Devaluations and debt forced the 
Undying Empire to rely on Barter in interplanetary 
trade prior to the opening of Earth; now,they have 
plenty of things that can be sold for Francs.

On Earth, Agents can get one unit of Money 
per turn, up to their maximum capacity.

Starlight is Trump on Earth

Recent History
The impact of the Martian War was felt most 

strongly on parts of Earth other than Europe.  The 
American colonies were devastated, both by the 
orbital bombardment of their coastal shores and the 
post-war abolition of slavery.

Elsewhere in the Americas, the Aztec empire 
has become strong and aggressive.  They repelled 
the Spanish conquistadores centuries ago, having 
somehow acquired certain medicines and 
technologies during a time when Earth was within 
the Great Solar Storm.  Some point at their 
feathered-serpent mythology and suspect a surviving 
Saurian faction.

Sites
Nearly anywhere on Earth is suitable as an 

incident site.  Even the non-terrestrial powers have 
embassies and presences in many different nations, 
and the Undying Empire is engaging in imperialist 
activity in various parts of Earth's southern 
hemisphere just as the Terrans are in Baal's northern 
one.

Incidents
Nearly any kind of Incident can take place 

on Earth, but they should focus on extraplanetary 
influences or ways this world's Earth is different 
from our own.  Here are a few idea seeds for Earth 
Incidents:
● A series of apparent accidents has left the question 
of the Austrian succession in even more chaos than 
usual, and many are growing to suspect extra-
terrestrial involvement, unusual and provocative in 
the heart of Europe.  Now Elector Charles Theodore 
has fallen ill.  Will he survive?  Was he poisoned? 
And by whom?
● A heavily-armed trading fleet from the Undying 
Empire has taken position off the shore of Japan, 
and threatens to force that nation to open it's doors 
to trade.  The Emperor has temporarily opened his 
diplomatic court to representatives from many 
powers to debate the issue, which could resolve in 
many, many different ways.
● Modified Seabirds have been pressed into service 
on an expedition to map the South Pole.  There they 
have found a ruin, with artifacts from what appears 
to be the mysterious pre-human, pre-saurian 
civilization previously only evidenced on some 
Osiran sites.  Everyone wants the secrets of those 
Artifacts, but the harsh environment may deny them 
to all

Powers
Beyond France, the following nations of Earth have 
sufficient access to Interplanetary travel to be used 
as a Power:
● Great Britain
● Portugal
● Spain
● The Netherlands
● Prussia
● Russia
● Quin China
● Ottoman Turkey
● The Aztec Empire
● Austria/Hungary
● Additionally, some chartered corporations such as 
the British and Dutch East India Companies have 
their own interests and agendas in space, and could 
be used as a Power.
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Baal
The red planet.  The Southern hemisphere is 

the home of the Undying Empire, and old, powerful, 
and massively conservative civilization.  The 
Undying Empire is an authoritarian meritocracy in 
which the Emperorship is passed, at least in theory, 
to the best and brightest of the previous Emperor's 
multitudinous grandchildren.  The northern 
hemisphere is home to many nations great and 
small.  The Undying Empire is a multiracial nation. 
The Royal family is largely of Nubian descent, but 
people of other races are often actively sought out 
for the harems of the Emperor and his children. 
Greek-derived ethnicities are a large minority in 
both hemispheres.

Baal is a dry planet, with a smattering of 
smallish saltwater seas.  Fresh water comes more 
from melting ice and snow from the higher 
elevations than from rain, and it delivered to 
populated areas by small rivers and canals.

Baal's technology is somewhat in advance of 
Earth's, especially in medicine and the biosciences. 
Their industrial methods are based on clockwork 
rather than heat engines, and only keep up with the 
state of the art on Earth by means of the 
accumulation of centuries of small refinements and 
improvements.

Resources
The markets on Baal are extremely active, 

with heavy trade in Francs, refined liquid Starlight, 
and Osiran Luck-Charms.

On Baal, Agents may freely trade Money, 
Starlight, and Luck for one another on a one-to-one 
basis.

Secrets are Trump on Baal.

Recent History
Baal is experiencing an economic boom, 

propelled by the appearnce of a stable interstellar 
currency and a vigor born of serious external 
competition.  This has led some voices to  favor an 
expansionist policy.  So far, conservative forces 
have maintained control over policy, and the 
Undying Empire seeks mainly to preserve influence 

and prevent conflicts from escalating to the level 
they had during the Martian War.
Sites

The Northern Hemisphere is full of small 
nations, many of which have welcomed Terran 
influence in the form of trade delgations or military 
advisors.  (See "Powers" below for the most 
significant.)  Additionally, every nation of note has 
Embassies in the Undying Empire.

Incidents
The Planet Baal represents the male principle 

and more specifically competition.  Incidents on 
Baal should involve competitive aspects, such as the 
conflict between the thrill of a pure conflict and the 
desire to win at any cost.  Here are some idea seeds 
for Incidents on Baal:
● The first Olympic games to include Terran 
atheletes are the sporting event of the millenium, 
with fantastic sums of money being wagered on the 
events.  Allegations of atheletes throwing matches 
could collapse small national economies: are they 
accurate?  Who is behind them, and who stands to 
benefit?
● New mineral deposits have been discovered in the 
Northern Hemisphere nation of Neo Canaan, and the 
government is taking bids to help exploit them.  Will 
the best and cleanest technology prevail, or will 
bribery and corruption win the day?
● A visiting Terran actress of no small repute is 
being courted by a Regional Governor in the 
Undying Empire, but her co-star also carries a torch 
for her.  How far will the rivals go to win her heart? 
Do the rivals have hidden enemies that will stop at 
nothing to thwart their will?

Powers
Space-faring Nations in the Northern 

Hemisphere include the Unyielding Confederation 
(a small but proud nation that fancies itself a rival of 
the Undying Empire), Free City Zeta (A neo-Greek 
commercial center), and the Phoenix League (An 
association of small nations and city-states united by 
a religious cult despised by most other religions, on 
Baal and Terra.)
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Osiris
The hidden Planet, invisible to eye or 

telescope at interplanetary distances and easy lost in 
a field of asteroids whose gravitational dance is 
carefully manipulated to hide and preserve the 
world.  Osiris is home or a mysterious people with a 
truly cosmopolitan society that has been observing 
and replicating cultures throughout the solar system.

Osiris, as the most distant Planet from the 
sun, is a cold world, with it's warmest corners the 
equivalent of temperate forests.  Daylight is dim, but 
the night sky is illuminated by reflected light from 
the asteroids.

Resources
The mere fact of visiting Osiris seems to 

manipulate probabilities in one's favor, which may 
eventually drive gambling-halls and casinos on 
other Planets out of business.  Special 'Charms' can 
prolong the effect.

On Osiris, Agents may get one unit of Luck 
per turn, up to their maximum capacity.

Secrets are Trump on Osiris.

Recent History
Prior to the Martian War, the location of 

Osiris was a carefully kept secret, known only to the 
Planet's own citizens and agents, and a within the 
deepest vaults of the Undying Empire's intelligence 
services.   This secrecy was shattered end the end 
days of the war, when an Osiran faction gave 
technical aid to the Terran forces that enabled them 
to achieve the stalemate that ended the war.  While 
some miss their former privacy, most are pleased by 
the current status quo.

Sites
The major underground cities in Osiris 

remain off-limits to outsiders, but each has a surface 
component which houses embassies.  Additional 
sites:
● The Nile Casino, the largest gambling hall in the 
solar system, which for tax and banking purpose 
actually has embassies of its own.
● The Osirans have, for reasons of their own, 

constructed duplicates of significant buildings on 
other planets.
● Visitors are discouraged, but not forbidden to 
explore the ruins on Osiris, which may be the last 
remains of a civilization older and more alien than 
humanity or the Saurian ancients.

Incidents
The Planet Osiris represents luck and 

gambling, and above all, risk-taking.  Incidents on 
Osiris should include at least one party taking huge 
risks in pursuit of their goals.  Here are some idea 
seeds for Incidents on Osiris:
● Having built an exact duplicate model of the city 
of Troy, parties on Osiris seek to re-enact the 
historic battle there, and have recruited hundreds 
from other worlds to play soldier in this game. 
When the supposedly safe weapons in use start 
inflicting real wounds and the commanders refuse 
any suggestion of calling off the battle, who can 
prevent this game from turning into a massacre?
● A gadfly of a prince has accumulated gambling 
debts with lenders from many different nations and 
planets and, at the end of his rope, sought and 
received sanctuary in one of the Embassies of the 
Nile Casino, then was found murdered the next day. 
What will the parties still demanding payment do for 
satisfaction?  Who committed the crime, and how 
will it impact his family's dynasty?  Or has he 
cleverly faked his own death to avoid the debts, and 
if so, will he get away with it?
● The crash-landing of a multinational diplomatic 
Seabird has cleared snow to reveal an ancient ruin. 
The stranded diplomats have begun to act strangely, 
possibly under the influence of technology far 
beyond the ken of humanity.  Will they risk their 
mission to study such potentially valuable artifacts? 
Will they succumb to alien influences and if so, to 
whose benefit?

Powers
Many Osiran factions can be used as 

spacefaring Powers.  Some of these include the 
Brotherhood of the Ebon Candle (who seem to seek 
specifically to increase chaos in the world) and the 
Crystal Chalice Society (who view interstellar 
politics as a game of chance)
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Appendix: Design Notes

Thank you for reading the Alpha draft of Mappa Mundorum. As you can see, this game is not 
completely finished, particularly in the area of online tools, but is hopefully in a state where playtesting is 
possible.  If you are moved to play the game in this condition, you have my eternal gratitude, and I would 
be pleased to receive any reports of play or answer any questions that arise during play or while reading 
the rules.  

To contact me with any of these, or to volunteer to take place in an online playtest game or partial 
game if one can be arranged during the second two weeks of Game Chef, comment on any post at 
http://mappamundorum.wordpress.com.

The themes for this game arose from the contest ingredients.  "Intrigue", "Dividers" and "Star" 
inspired the idea of a Planetary Romance espionage game using actual dividers to measure distances on a 
star/planet map.  From there, the idea of Seabirds as a name for the sailboat-like, ocean-landing 
spacecraft and Fleur-de-Lis to indicate that the game would take place in a historical time when France 
was the dominant world power can fairly quickly.

The design for this game rose out of additional constraints.  Having decided on attempting the Al 
Gore award, I decided that I would take that another level and adopt the format of Game Chef itself (a 
group of blogs collected into an RSS feed) as the format of the game.  Since I wanted to avoid non-
standard web tools as much as humanly possible, this meant a game without chance, without any 
randomizers of any type.  I hope that the bidding/hidden agendas/blind cooperation mechanic that I cam 
up with manages to make for unpredictable gameplay without the need for dice.  Also in this area, the 
idea of running the game on five blogs clearly suggested to me an equal sharing of GM-ing duties, which 
in turn led me into a competitive, point-scoring direction.

So, those same ideas and constraints pushed the game into another badge, the Royal Academy of 
Flatland Award.  The offline version of the game can in fact be played as a pure boardgame, stripping 
away all of the roleplaying aspects entirely, although I wouldn't recommend that.

Thanks again for your time and attention.
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